Sound approach to family farm rule

Every high school has one: The face

Editorial opinion
A cellar for meeting and eating

The Cellar, located in the basement of the Manipulative Science wing, is a place to grab a cup of coffee or a quick bite before class, to eat lunch, study or meet friends. A dozen vending machines dispense everything from soup to nuts. Items include macaroni and cheese, fruit, candy and snack sticks, sandwiches (including ham and cheese, turkey, chicken and ham), burrito, shrimp, dessert, ice cream and candy.

Cappuccino, cappuccino and all the machines are filled daily, most of them by a daily student worker.

"Old machines are provided for," said Student Union President Melissa O'Neill all have one thing in common: they don't all record for the same company.

"Sure," the president of the Student Union said in the absence of mandolinist Dan Grisman, who has been playing in the band for ten years.

Grisman, who has been playing since 1963 with the Mennonite community, says his own quintet is the only one that has played at the Cellar.

The band is playing at 11 p.m. in the Cell. The music is a mix of bluegrass, classical, Eastern European and original music.

Grisman's own album, "The Decalogue," was released in June and has sold 50,000 copies, high for a microphone album.

The album has been nominated for a Grammy Award and has been reviewed in the New York Times.

The Cellar is usually crowded with students, professors, secretaries, librarians and other members of the staff. The Cellar is never empty. It is a natural gathering place for students.

"We're here to meet and eat," said St. Claire the bar guru of the food business in the Cellar. The vegetarian lunch special at the Cellar is a Health food type. A pork sandwich is added to the bar menu from the Sandwich Plant.

A screwdriver is the end as other food places are given to the Cellar. St. Claire said St. Claire's sandwiches are much better than the Old Oak Pollock Peanut and Ice Cream. The prices are also comparable.

Micro-wave ovens are placed in the food area and the Cellars menu in the Cellar as well as those in the food area.

"We always brown our sandwiches," said St. Claire, a health food type. St. Claire is known for his fresh, organic vegetables. The prices are out of reach of many students. St. Claire's five-cent omelet is high for a peanut butter and jelly sandwich, a popular item at the Campus Promenade store.

It's the most convenient center on campus. Lots of students don't have time to go up the hill. You can learn from other student classes that are more relevant to your major—what professors and books.

There's a natural camaraderie between students. They all know each other down the line. I've learned a little about the Cellar, like I didn't know a class I used for graduation was only being offered once this year.

The Cellar is usually crowded with students, professors, secretaries, librarians and other members of the staff. The Cellar is never empty. It is a natural gathering place for students.

"We're here to meet and eat," said St. Claire the bar guru of the food business in the Cellar. The vegetarian lunch special at the Cellar is a Health food type. A pork sandwich is added to the bar menu from the Sandwich Plant.

A screwdriver is the end as other food places are given to the Cellar. St. Claire said St. Claire's sandwiches are much better than the Old Oak Pollock Peanut and Ice Cream. The prices are also comparable.

Micro-wave ovens are placed in the food area and the Cellars menu in the Cellar as well as those in the food area.

"We always brown our sandwiches," said St. Claire, a health food type. St. Claire is known for his fresh, organic vegetables. The prices are out of reach of many students. St. Claire's five-cent omelet is high for a peanut butter and jelly sandwich, a popular item at the Campus Promenade store.
Sophisticated horns and bells to signal fires

By CAROL PROVIDENIA
Daily Trojan

The days of simple fire alarms are long gone. Instead, a complex system is in place to notify students of fires on campus. Sophisticated horns and bells are used to signal fires.

By installing more sophisticated equipment in campus buildings, the University of Southern California is ensuring that fires are quickly detected and that personnel are rapidly alerted.

C.W. Franco, fire apparatus engineer, stressed that anyone hearing the sirens should call the fire station because not all the alarms have a circuit to the fire station.

Franco, Officer Turner, and Jim Turner, Audio Visual and Environmental Design Building and the dormitory firehouse, have a system of alarms which are activated when the rate of heat rise is abnormal. If the heat rise at an abnormal rate an alarm is switched in both the Graphic Arts building and the fire station.

In both the Graphic Arts buildings and Environmental Design Building, horns and bells are used to signal fires. A bell shows that the circuit to the Graphic Arts building has been broken. Horns are a signal to start evacuating personnel.

C.W. Franco, fire apparatus engineer, stressed that anyone hearing the sirens should call the fire station because not all the alarms have a circuit to the fire station.

Franco said the sirens were installed as the money came in, with the detection systems going to the most important buildings first.

I personally think that if the money was available, the systems would be in every building on campus," said Turner.

For instance, the cost of the equipment installed in the Graphic Arts building was $800. The labor was done by the Audio Visual and Electrical Departments. Because of this, figures on the labor cost were not available.

However, Turner said it is cheaper to install such a system if it is put in while the building is being built. Adding a fire detection system to a finished building is more difficult and costly.

To give an idea of the value and usefulness of more sophisticated detection equipment, Turner quoted a statistic which said roughly 13,000 people per year in the United States are killed by fire. Most of these die in smoke inhalation.

"If people install smoke detection systems in their homes and practice escape procedures, we'll be able to say that many lives would be saved."

Skateboarding

(Can't from page 1)

Skateboarding is an exciting field. The Daily Trojan's recent editorial in the Los Angeles Times, "skateboarding causes more serious injuries than football, which until recently was considered the most dangerous of all amateur sports."

To combat the injuries, a wide assortment of protective gear is now on the market. This includes helmets, gloves, knee pads.

Another method to reduce injuries—by getting the riders off the streets—is to dampen or eliminate the semicircular ramps of varying difficulty that fill bowls of parks. Hiking is the only sine from 1,000 square yards to five acres. Skateboards have been found throughout the country with a general estimate of 1,000 ramp facilities by late last year.

THE MARKETS

The Marine Corps Officer Selection Team will be on campus November 19th through December 1st. Come see us in the French Bar between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. If you miss us on campus, call our local office: 542-3858 or call toll free: (800) 332-5241.

Rings shown are the America's Junior Miss Collection (enlarged for detail).

Prices represent retail quotations for these specific rings:

De Beers Consolidated Mines, Ltd.
Jazz and marchers blend for Band-o-Rama

The MUSTANG Marching Band, above, and the University Jazz Band will perform together in a night of music this Friday. At right is Jazz Band member Dan Vollmeyer on the trumpet. (Daily photo by Dennis Sperry)

A cavalcade of contemporary musical standards and traditional Christmas music will be presented when the College Music Department presents its annual "Band-o-Rama" Friday night at 7:30 in Chippewa Auditorium.

The program will combine the talents of the Mustang Marching Band and the University Band.

The Band-o-Rama will feature top numbers from the marching band's pre-game and half-time shows performed during the fall Mustang football games.

The University Jazz Band, having formally played before a seated college house crowd, will perform compositions by some of the most respected names in the jazz field.

At any price you can afford to be choosy.

Because the value of every diamond is determined by four characteristics (cut, color, clarity and carat weight), you can always use these qualities to your best advantage.

Perhaps you're attracted by the grandeur of a large diamond. Well, sometimes a large stone can cost the same as a smaller one. Simply because it has a little more color. Or a delicate birthmark hidden inside.

On the other hand, you may feel size isn't the most important quality. Then you could choose a diamond that's small, but perfectly cut to sparkle with an icy-white elegance.

In any case, you'll be able to find one to suit your personality. Because each one is an individual, with its own combination of characteristics. And you can use these qualities any way you wish, to help you decide what's precisely right for you.

But the important thing to remember is to buy a diamond engagement ring you'll be happiest with. You'll be sharing it for a lifetime with someone you love. And for that reason alone, you should be choosy.

A diamond is forever.

Search for ordnance

The San Luis Obispo County Sheriff's Office and the U.S. Army, 4th 500th, Fort Ord, are undertaking a project to locate and identify explosive war trophies that could pose a danger to the public.

Such trophies are old hand grenades, crater bombs, range and mortar shells, artillery rounds, or any other piece of ordnance that was once brought home from overseas or from training areas. Many times ordnance is discovered by people on off-road trips or by citizens using metal detectors.

In the past two years, many ordnance have been found on San Luis Obispo County. Many of those recovered contain high explosive fillers. Each recovery returns from local military training installations some land mines and devices containing high explosives that have been recovered throughout the country.

During the week of Nov. 28, 1977, local and military explosive ordnance disposal technicians will be available to inspect war trophies. If the items are found to be safe, they will be returned to the owners. Unsafe ordnance will be destroyed.

Citizens are invited to phone the San Luis Obispo County Sheriff's Office, 4-5800 during the week of Nov. 28, 1977. There will be no questions asked concerning where or how the ordnance was obtained.
Arizona openers for wrestlers

by COREY HUFFTON
Sports Editor

Tucson, Arizona will be the site of the first meet of the season for the Arizona Wrestling Team which will be visiting during the Arizona Invitational Tournament this weekend.

Ranked 15th in the nation during pre-season college wrestling polls, head coach John Hinchcock has high hopes for the team this season. Eight of the 10 weight classes are decided and have already been chosen at the beginning of the month. The team will face the University of Oregon, University of California, and the University of Arizona.

Hinchcock thinks his team is close to the top, if not the top of the nation. He says; "Our wrestlers are very close to the top, and if we can get a top five finish at the national meet, we will have achieved our goal." He also says that they are very close to the top five teams in the nation.

Hinchcock is optimistic about the tournament, which is the toughest pre-season tournament in the country. Many top universities will be in attendance at the University of Oklahoma, where the meet will be held. The team is expected to have a total of nine wrestlers in attendance, and will have a good chance of finishing in the top five.

The fair's opening is different than usual and is being held on Saturday because the starting time and the expected attendance will be affected by the national meet.
SPORTS

Blame it on the American sports fanatic

With baseball's second major grant under way and the fans of professional sports again on the move, the question is: Are the athletes in the game as happy as we think they are?

The answer is yes. The players are happy, and the fans are happy, too. It's just that the fans are more vocal about it.

These are just two of the many things that pop up when you mention professional sports. But why? And what are the implications of all this?

These may be the real issues that lie behind the high salaries of professional athletes. They are also the issues that have led to the rise of professional sports.

Imagine Reggie Jackson of the Oakland A's, one of the greatest players in the history of baseball. Now imagine that he had made his money in a different line of work. He might not be the same person today. He might be a better player, but he wouldn't be the same person.

The value of an athlete's skills is not just in the dollars he earns. It's in the way he uses those skills, the way he helps the team win, the way he affects the game. And the dollars he earns are just a small part of that value.

Honeywell
A challenge
A career and
A climate as well

Honeywell and Phoenix offer opportunities in Real Time Process Control Environments. A bachelor's degree in engineering mathematics is required, and experience in real-time computer applications for process control systems is advantageous but not mandatory.

In addition to a dynamic, spirited city, Honeywell's Phoenix location offers a wide range of opportunities in the fields of computer automation, data acquisition, and control of chemical and refinery operations. Opportunities include work on overseas as well as domestic projects.

Honeywell and Phoenix are a great combination if you are dedicated to yourself and your career, you owe it to yourself to investigate Honeywell.

Honeywell Phoenix
Campus Interviews
December 5
Contact Your Placement Office
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A climate as well

Software and Hardware Opportunities in Real Time Process Control Environments

A bachelor's degree in engineering mathematics is required, and experience in real-time computer applications for process control systems is advantageous but not mandatory.

You will be given interesting and challenging work assignments in computer automation, data acquisition, and control of chemical and refinery operations. Opportunities include work on overseas as well as domestic projects.

Honeywell and Phoenix offer a great combination if you are dedicated to yourself and your career, you owe it to yourself to investigate Honeywell.

Campus Interviews
December 5
Contact Your Placement Office

Women cagers defend tournament title

Commentary by Janet Kristemeny

It is true that the importance of the Yankee title is a bit off the mark. An injury may have hurt the team's morale, but the team is still the team, and they should be given credit for playing their games.

There are many athletes, such as Reggie Jackson, who have played major roles in sports just because they love it. But it's not the only way to think about the high salary.

Bryan la round out "We have improved and

Getting stronger than last year," she said. "But then again, so has everyone else. It's a matter of improvement and a tough season." 

This is an important aspect of the game, it is one thing that the Mustangs do not have.

"Only thing that hurts us is our lack of size, but we make up for that with our speed," Hallard said.

Last season, the women finished with a 13-10 mark and both the team and Hallard think the 20-game season can be broken this year.

"The girls have worked hard and have a positive attitude. They think they can win 20 games," she said. "I think they can too."
Greek guitarist

Classical guitarist George Rahn will perform at Cal Poly on Nov. 10 at 6:15 p.m. in the college recital hall, 1550 South Coast Plaza, San Luis Obispo. The concert is free for the general public, students and children. Rahn, who has studied both Baroque and Romantic styles, will present a program of music representing the two stylistic periods. The concert is sponsored by the Cal Poly Student Activities Board.

Hallett to speak

Assemblywoman Carol Hallett will speak at Cal Poly on Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the campus union. The campus union will discuss the 1986-87 legislative session and other upcoming legislation. The event is free.

Yearbook positions

Applications are being accepted for yearbook positions as staff members and photographers. Interested persons should contact Glen Rahn, editor, and phone number in the Activities Planning Center. The staff is sponsored by IBEW.

University singers

The Cal Poly University Singers will perform tomorrow at 8:30 p.m. in the Cal Poly Theatre. The program will be announced and tickets are available at the box office. A donation will be accepted at the door. The concert is sponsored by the Cal Poly Student Activities Board.

Bigfoot scaring away South Dakota Indians

The Bigfoot Society of South Dakota is a group of people who have decided to stay away from the area and avoid the tensions that have been caused by the presence of Bigfoot. The group was formed in response to the sighting of a large, hairy creature near the city of Rapid City. According to the group's leader, Dr. E. C. Johnson, the creature has been causing problems for the local residents for several years. The Bigfoot Society has been working to educate the public about the existence of Bigfoot and to prevent further incidents from occurring.

Fraternity/International student scholarships
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